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The minutes for the subject meeting were certified on September 9, 2009 as the official  
 

record of the proceedings of that meeting.  A copy of the certified minutes is attached. 
 
 
Attachment:  As stated 
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 A. Dias 
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MEMORANDUM TO: Maitri Banerjee, Senior Staff Engineer   
   Reactor Safety Branch – A 
   ACRS 
 
FROM:   Harold Ray, Chairman 

Plant Operations and Fire  
Protection Subcommittee 

 
SUBJECT: CERTIFICATION OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON PLANT OPERATIONS 

AND FIRE PROTECTION ON JULY 28, 2009 
 
 

I hereby certify, to the best of my knowledge and belief, that the minutes of the subject 

meeting held on July 28, 2009, are an accurate record of the proceedings for that meeting. 

 
 
 

         
___/RA/_____________                          9-9-09                              
Harold Ray, Chairman                    Date  
Plant Operations and Fire  
  Protection Subcommittee  

 
 



Certified by:  Harold Ray     Issued:  September10, 2009 
Certified: September 9, 2009 
 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON PLANT OPERATIONS AND 

FIRE PROTECTION REGARDING WATTS BAR UNIT 2 OPERATION 
ON JULY 28, 2009,  

IN SPRING CITY, TENNESSEE 
 

On July 28, 2009, the ACRS Subcommittee on Plant Operations and Fire Protection held a 
meeting in Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)’s Training Center in Spring City, Tennessee.  The 
purpose of the meeting was to receive a briefing from the TVA regarding the organization and 
activities in support of Watts Bar Unit 2 (WBN2 or unit 2) construction and operating license 
(OL) review.  NUREG-0847, Supplement 21, "Safety Evaluation Report Related to the 
Operation of Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2" contains the staff determination regarding 
the regulatory framework for the remaining Unit 2 OL review.  The meeting was convened at 
1:00 p.m. and adjourned around 4:30 p.m.  The meeting was open to the public.   
 
Attendees: 
ACRS Members Gabrielle Fuller Frank A. Koontz 
Harold Ray (Chairman) Thomas S. D’Agostino Brian G. Briody 
Said Abdel-Khalik Patrick A, Azorbarzin Peter Olson 
Otto Maynard NRC Staff P. David Osborne 
Charlie Brown L. Raghavan, NRR Terry Johnson 
Jack Sieber Patrick Milano, NRR Jerry Schlessel 
John Stetkar Robert Haag, RII Steven A. Hilmes 
ACRS Staff Roger Hanna, RII Raul R. Baron 
Maitri Banerjee (DFO) William Bearden, RII Robert S. Moll 
Edwin Hackett TVA Presenters Members of the Public 
John Flack Masoud Bajestani Michael Renean, The Herald-

News 
Hossein Nourbakhsh William D. Crouch Dave Flessner, Chattanooga 

Times Free Press 
Sherry Meador Edwin Freeman James D. Callen 
Neil Coleman TVA Robert Sevigny 
Peter Wen Gordon Arent  
Girija Shukla Joe McCarthy  

 
The presentation slides and handouts used during the meeting are attached to the Office Copy 
of the meeting transcript.  The presentation to the Subcommittee is summarized below. 
 
Mr. Harold Ray, the Subcommittee Chairman for Watts Bar OL review, convened the meeting 
by introducing the ACRS members present and noted the purpose of the meeting was to get an 
update from the TVA regarding issues related to the design, licensing and construction activities 
since the last ACRS briefing in March.  He also noted that the ACRS members have toured the 



plant in the morning to see first hand the status of construction, material condition, and controls 
TVA has implemented for construction quality and for avoiding any impact on safe operation of 
Unit 1.  With an added note that the Subcommittee would gather information, analyze relevant 
issues and facts, and formulate proposed positions and future actions, as appropriate, for 
deliberation by the Full Committee, Chairman Ray invited TVA to begin their presentation. 
 
TVA Presentation 
 
Introduction 
 
Mr. Masoud Bajestani, Unit 2 Site Vice President for TVA introduced members of his team 
present at the meeting, and noted that Unit 2 organization was developed with lessons-learned 
from the Browns Ferry plant in mind.  Browns Ferry units also went through a licensing review 
restart after a period of suspension.   
 
Organization 
 
Mr. Bajestani presented the TVA organization and staffing responsible for design, engineering, 
modification, construction, contract/procurement, and quality assurance at Watts Bar Unit 2.  He 
explained the reporting relationship of the engineering-procurement-construction (EPC) 
contractor, Bechtel, with the TVA organization.  Mr. Bajestani presented the integrated schedule 
for major milestones leading to WBN2 full power operation and noted that staffing enhancement 
would be made commensurate with development of work projections.  Some members noted 
that TVA’s staffing level appeared to be small compared with the contractor staffing, and 
questioned if there were any restrictions.  Mr. Bajestani responded that TVA had planned to 
enhance the staffing level commensurate with the level of sustainable work backlog. 
 
WBN2 Material Condition 
 
Mr. Bill Crouch, TVA Engineering Manager for WBN2, discussed TVA’s efforts to evaluate 
WBN2 material condition.  TVA’s “removed equipment list” did not identify some removed 
components.  TVA performed plant walkdowns to identify missing or removed components and 
evaluate equipment conditions.  Work order records were also reviewed to complete this 
evaluation.  This effort provided baseline information regarding the current as-installed 
configuration of WBN2 and its material condition.  The walkdowns recorded all types of 
degradation on components, not just the ones related to aging.  TVA reviewed the quality 
assurance records (and performed weld-by-weld walkdown) to ensure ASME Section III 
equipment and components are built to the standards.  Upon members’ question Mr. Crouch 
noted that TVA was able to find all the paperwork except for 150 out of the 27,382 welds.  Some of 
the missing paperwork was for weld examination, and TVA would reperform these examinations.  
In some cases, TVA would replace welds as needed.  TVA will use the engineering modification 
and refurbishment programs to address the identified deficiencies and needed improvements. 
 
Mr. Crouch showed some slides consisting of recent photographs of WBN2 equipment, piping, 
and component internals.  He discussed the scope and the process of the refurbishment 
program instituted at WBN2 with the required outcome of meeting the original licensing, design 
and equipment vendor specifications.  The refurbishment program is expected to address 
preservice degradation, capability to support two unit operation (for shared systems between 
the units), and implementation of corrective action programs (CAPs) and special programs 
(SPs) that were implemented on Unit 1, but not on Unit 2.  He stated that TVA would also 
implement the modifications on Unit 2 that are currently planned to be installed on Unit 1 so that 
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both units could be alike operationally.  TVA is using the generic aging guidance in the GALL 
documents, among others, to determine how to address the aging mechanisms that could be in 
effect during the last 30 years of construction hiatus at WBN2.   
 
Upon member Stetkar’s question, Mr. Hilmes discussed the status of electrical cables at Unit 2 
and the types of tests being done.  This is an area of continued NRC review and inspection.  
TVA is performing chemical swipes of inside of the piping and the surface of cables to 
determine if any deleterious material, which could degrade them over time, was introduced 
during the construction stoppage. 
 
Member Sieber asked if the foreign material exclusion (FME) covers on various equipment and 
piping were newly installed as they looked new to him.  TVA stated that when equipment layup 
program was discontinued at WBN2, the FME covers were of wood or plexi-glass.  A vast 
majority of these covers remained in place and were recently replaced with the new covers.  
TVA will flush the systems to ensure cleanliness before startup, in addition to boroscope 
inspections of some piping.  Upon member Abdel-Khalik’s question Mr. Crouch discussed the 
process of accepting a component for Unit 2 that is not same as the respective component in 
Unit 1, for example in case of obsolescence.  This is to ensure that all the involved processes 
and organizations can capture and implement the difference into needed processes and 
documents.  
 
TVA provided to the members a draft list consisting of the work scope on system 72 (attached), 
as an example of refurbishment activities.  This list identified the estimated major commodity 
(pumps, valves, electrical motors, breakers etc.) that are subjected to the refurbishment or 
replacement program.  Mr. Crouch presented some photographs, component diagrams, data 
and refurbishment sheets as examples of material condition, types of work to be done, and work 
system utilized.  Upon member Sieber’s question, Mr. Crouch stated that TVA is utilizing four 
criteria to determine need for valve repacking:  whether the valve is part of a high energy 
system or a system that would get contaminated; located inside the polar crane; or if the valve 
sees condenser vacuum. 
 
Mr. Crouch then discussed the TVA’s initiatives to improve material condition at WBN2.  These 
include rerouting of cables to reduce operator manual actions required for Appendix R safe 
shutdown, replacing all emergency raw cooling water (ERCW) pumps to improve the flow 
margin, replacing pipes susceptible to flow accelerated corrosion, performing the mechanical 
stress improvement process to eliminate IGSCC, and replacing screens to improve containment 
sump performance among others. 
 
Design, Licensing and Construction Activities 
 
The TVA’s schedule calls for completing the majority of engineering by December 2009.  Mr. 
Crouch presented the status and progress in this area and stated that TVA has been 
coordinating this effort with NRR and Region II so that NRC audits and inspections can be 
scheduled on time to close licensing open items.   
 
The members asked questions regarding TVA oversight of the EPC contractor’s work, and Mr. 
Crouch stated that in addition to doing sample inspections, TVA evaluates all “first-time” design 
and procurement work and resolves issues through the problem evaluation report (PER) 
corrective action process.  Some members noted that the number of TVA staff compared to the 
EPC contractor Bechtel’s staff appeared to be small.  Chairman Ray asked about the tools TVA 
used to transition effectively to Bechtel the engineering work that was previously done by TVA.  
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Mr. Bajestani responded that the design and engineering work was mostly complete and design 
bases captured in the FSAR at the time Unit 2 construction was suspended, and that the TVA’s 
current role is that of an oversight function related to the contractors’ work.  
 
After a short break, Mr. Crouch presented the status of operating license review, implementation 
of CAP and SP, and review of historic documents.  Unit 2 will be licensed to the original WBN1 
licensing/design basis and all modifications and changes to validate it met the 1995 FSAR, in 
addition to subsequent Unit 1 modifications.  TVA has been performing a review of the 1995 
FSAR and the current Unit 1 FSAR to identify the modifications that need to be incorporated in 
Unit 2.  The FSAR will be updated to reflect the licensing basis of Unit 2, thus developed.  
However, the Unit 2 technical specifications will use the unit’s own calculated setpoints.  The 
Watts Bar historical documents being reviewed for Unit 2 applicability include employee 
concerns, public concerns, all Appendix B QA reports, and commitments. 
 
Mr. Crouch then described the steps TVA had taken to provide N-stamp capability for ASME 
components.  During the original construction in 1970 and 80s, TVA held the N-stamp as the 
constructor.  A code case was issued to allow TVA, who let the N-stamp expire, to apply for an 
N-stamp to complete the construction document reflecting the status when construction was put 
on hold.  This document will then be updated by Bechtel after current construction effort is 
completed.  The completed report will be turned over to TVA, who has retained responsibility as 
the owner.  Westinghouse, as the NSSS vendor is similarly responsible for its scope of supply, 
and has conducted preliminary plant walk-downs to identify material conditions.  Regarding the 
reactor vessel, both Units 1 and 2 reactor vessels were completed in the Rotterdam Works.  And 
so by the ASME code, they could not be stamped until a special dispensation is received.  Unit 2 
reactor vessel will be treated similar to the Unit 1 vessel which was reviewed and approved and 
given an inspection report by Lloyds of London rather than being signed off by an authorized 
nuclear inspector such as Hartford. 
 
Mr. Ed Freemen of TVA presented the WBN2 construction status, focus areas, and the critical 
path and near critical path items.  The focus areas consist of work involving shared systems that 
has to be coordinated with Unit 1 outages.  The critical work items include large endeavors and 
vendor delivery dates needing improvement.  Mr. Freeman stated that the overall construction 
was on schedule to support the fuel load date.  In response to member Stetkar’s question, Mr. 
Freeman stated that the scope of the PRA is being extended to include events that affect both 
units. 
 
Unit Separation and Security 
 
Mr. Freeman then discussed the unit separation provisions implemented by TVA to ensure Unit 
2 construction activities do not impact safe operation of Unit 1.  TVA has installed construction 
openings in the containment building, erected separation barriers in plant spaces common to 
both units, and implemented access control measures to ensure activities by Unit 2 personnel 
do not impact the safe operation of Unit 1.  Curtains installed in the shared control room 
dampen construction noise and are expected to eliminate electro-magnetic disturbances from 
welding work to interfere with Unit 1 operation.  In light of separate organizations between Units 
1 and 2, TVA has taken steps to ensure that the Unit 1 experienced operations personnel 
review Unit 2 work orders, planned activities in Unit 1 operating space, and Unit 2 problem 
evaluation reports (PERs) to prevent impact on Unit 1 operation.  In the area of plant security, in 
addition to implementing the recent rule changes that are required, TVA will need to revise 
some implementing procedures to address Unit 2 operation.  
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Chairman Ray asked the TVA QA manager if he had occasions to stop work during the ongoing 
construction restart.  Mr. Raul Baron, Nuclear Assurance Project Manager, responded that 
although no stop work order had been needed they had issued administrative holds in the past 
on several occasions.  These issues were resolved using the established processes and within 
the corrective action program.  Upon Mr. Ray’s question, Mr. Baron stated that he would issue 
stop work orders if found necessary.  Upon member Brown’s question, Mr. Baron discussed an 
example of administrative hold and the process used to resolve the issue. 
 
TVA Response to members Questions from Plant Tour
 
TVA responded to the questions asked by the ACRS members during the plant tour as follows: 
 
Related to tornado protection of the refueling water storage tank, Mr. Bajestani explained that 
the tank extends below grade and has a concrete wall around it which protects the sides of the 
tank below grade to ensure that there's roughly 20,000 gallons of water available in case of a 
tornado.  Additionally, vortex suppressors are installed to ensure adequate pump suction. 
 
Regarding the switchgear room electrical equipment channel separation related to fire protection, 
Mr. Bajestani explained that each channel of Unit 1 and Unit 2 is in a separate fire zone (channel 1 
is in one zone, channel 2 in another) separated by 20 feet without intervening combustibles with 
suppression and detection per Appendix R criteria.    
 
Regarding the third ACRS question on neutron flux detectors and core exit thermocouples, Mr. 
Hilmes of TVA discussed the design and design life considerations.   
 
In response to the fourth ACRS question, Mr. Bajestani stated that hydrogen igniter’s power 
supply was diesel backed.  Regarding a question on unit separation, more detailed color coding 
of unit equipment and areas will be implemented following the operating organization’s direction.   
 
Member Stetkar asked how the operators, some of whom may be operating Unit 1 for a long 
time, are being trained on future Unit 2 operation given that some of the shared systems will 
have considerations somewhat different from how they are being operated currently.  He also 
wanted to know how TVA was planning to manage the reduced flexibility in scheduled and 
preventive maintenance once Unit 2 begins operation.  Mr. Bajestani responded that following 
lessons-learned from Browns Ferry, TVA started earlier in these areas.  A number of operator 
training classes are currently ongoing.   With respect to maintenance and operating procedures, 
TVA has already initiated the process of writing these procedures for Unit 2.  TVA plans to hire an 
additional 300 staff over and above the 500 currently working on Unit 1.  The new staff will start 
working on the procedure development and the maintenance program to get familiar with sharing 
of experience between the two units.  For shared systems, further training advantage will be gained 
from the process of developing and execution of pre-operational and start-up procedures to learn 
the system responses, and needed controls.  Regarding dual unit operation, TVA is aware of the 
special training needs of operators currently on board operating Unit 1. Each organization in TVA 
will perform a detailed self-assessment regarding readiness for operating two units.     
 
Upon member Abdel-Khalik’s question, a discussion on two units’ set point differences ensued.  
Mr. Bajestani noted that the operator training of unit differences will include the small (1.4 
percent) thermal rating difference between the units.  This resulted from the 1.4 percent power 
uprate Unit 1 was allowed, to account for improved feed water flow measurement, subsequent 
to the issuance of the original license.  The set point differences between the two units are 
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expected to go away after TVA procures, as planned, a Unit 2 power uprate of 1.4 percent 
following licensing for Unit 2. 
 
Upon member Brown’s question, Mr. Bajestani noted that major safety related components like 
pumps and motors are being sent back to the equipment vendors for refurbishment.  On valve 
repacking, TVA is using a specialty vendor to do it on site. 
 
Mr. Bajestani summarized the TVA presentation by stating that TVA has implemented lessons 
learned from its operation of all nuclear units into Watts Bar processes and procedures, installed 
new equipment and an extensive refurbishment program, taken the opportunity to improve upon 
Unit 2’s design and operation by implementing changes while the unit is radiologically clean.  
And that these programs and initiatives are expected to ensure safe, reliable and high capacity 
operation of Unit 2.  He also mentioned that TVA has been communicating and coordinating 
activities with the NRR and Region II to provide for timely NRC review and inspection. 
 
Public Comments/Questions 
 
Chairman Ray opened the meeting to the members of the public for comments and questions.  
Dr. James Callen, Professor Emeritus, University of Wisconsin, provided some questions 
related to replacement of analog controls with digital system/components, N-stamp capability of 
TVA vs. Bechtel, and implementation of the aircraft rule.  Chairman Ray directed the DFO to 
obtain Dr. Callen’s mailing address so that NRC can respond. 
 
Deliberation by ACRS Members 
 
In their closing comments, the members noted that their plant walk-down in the morning and the 
afternoon briefing by TVA resulted in a better appreciation of TVA activities related to Unit 2 and 
that the material condition appeared favorable (from what they have seen).  They felt the TVA 
process was carefully thought-out and systematic, and encouraged TVA to maintain the process 
and not overly emphasize the schedule.  The members noted that the final proof would be in 
how these processes are being implemented and issues resolved, and as reflected by the NRC 
review and inspections.  
   
Chairman Ray concluded the meeting at 4:05 pm. 
 
Background Materials Provided to the Subcommittee
 
1. NUREG-0847, Supplement 21, "Safety Evaluation Report Related to the Operation of Watts 

Bar Nuclear Plant, Unit 2"  
 

2.   Evaluation of Black and Veatch Independent Review, dated March 16, 1984, by 
Independent Review Policy Committee (ML073530447) 

 
3.   Nuclear Performance Plan Watts Bar, Volume 4, Rev. 1, dated August 30, 1991 

(ML073620289) 
  
4.   NUREG-1 232, Vol. 4, “Safety Evaluation Report on Tennessee Valley Authority:  Watts Bar 

Nuclear Performance Plan,” January 1990 (ML073450544) 
 

5.   Inspection Report 390/82-35 and 391/82-32, dated November 2, 1982  
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6.  Inspection Report 390/83-40 and 391/83-29, dated October 19, 1983. 
 

7.   Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Unit 2 - NRC Integrated Construction Inspection Report 
05000391/2008006, dated April 30, 2008 (ML081210735) 

  
8.   Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Construction - NRC Integrated Inspection Report 

05000391/2008009, dated October 30, 2008 (ML083050404) 
 

9.  Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Construction - NRC Integrated Inspection Report 
05000391/2008010, dated January 29, 2009 (ML090291033) 

 
10. Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Unit 2 Construction - NRC Integrated Inspection Report 

05000391/2009602, dated April 30, 2009 (ML091210420) 
 
 
********************************************* 
NOTE: 
Additional details of this meeting can be obtained from a transcript of this meeting available in 
the NRC Public Document Room, One White Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD, 
(301) 415-7000, downloading or view on the Internet at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-
collections/acrs/ can be purchased from Neal R. Gross and Co., 1323 Rhode Island Avenue, 
NW, Washington, D.C. 20005, (202) 234-4433 (voice), (202) 387-7330 (fax), 
nrgross@nealgross.com (e-mail). 
*********************************************** 
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